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 P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S 1 

 1:31 P.M. 2 

FACILITATOR BOWDEN-BERRY:  Good 3 

afternoon, everyone.  My name is Elva Bowden-Berry.  4 

I'm an employee of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 5 

or NRC as we typically call it.  And I'm facilitating 6 

this meeting today with Sheila Ray.  She's the 7 

co-facilitator.  She's also an NRC employee.  We're 8 

just going to try to have the meeting run smoothly.  We 9 

have a court reporter here, so we'll ask everyone to talk 10 

one at a time, not talk over each other so that we can 11 

get a good transcription of the meeting. 12 

So the bathrooms are out the back door and 13 

the emergency exit is out the back door to the side.  And 14 

we are using the telephone line today and we have an 15 

webinar so the people on the telephone line, the 16 

operator will have them press *1 to give their comments.  17 

And then we'll open up the line for them to ask a question 18 

or make a comment.  And on the webinar, people can type 19 

in the chatbox and that will allow them to ask a question 20 

or if they're on the bridge line, they can just ask their 21 

question through the phone and the operator will queue 22 

that up. 23 

We'll ask you when you come to the mic or 24 

you're on the phone and you want to give a comment or 25 
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ask a question that you'll state your name and your 1 

organization and we'll go from there. 2 

We put out cards for you to put your name 3 

and affiliation on and you can pass them to Sheila or 4 

myself so that we can make sure we to everyone's comment 5 

and that we have enough time to get to everyone's 6 

comment.  So we ask that you do that. 7 

Let's see.  I'll start by introducing our 8 

presenters and others.  So Michael Spencer, he's a 9 

senior attorney in the Office of the General Counsel.  10 

And he's going to be going through the slide 11 

presentation and he's accompanied today by Jody Martin, 12 

who is the deputy assistant deputy counsel in the New 13 

Reactors Division of OGC; and then Earl R. Libby, who 14 

is a project manager in NRO. 15 

I'll now turn the line over to Jody Martin 16 

to give some introductory remarks.  Thank you. 17 

MR. MARTIN:  I just want to thank everyone 18 

for coming and we look forward to all your comments.  19 

We're holding the meeting today to discuss proposed 20 

procedures for hearings on performance with the 21 

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria, 22 

ITAAC, in a combined license. 23 

In its SRM, or Staff Requirements 24 

Memorandum, the SECY-13-0033, issued last summer, the 25 
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Commission directed the NRC staff to develop options for 1 

ITAAC hearing formats for Commission review and 2 

approval.  So led by Michael Spencer, the NRC staff 3 

created a working group that really took in people from 4 

every major office that could be affected by ITAAC 5 

hearings, so there were several divisions in OGC, 6 

several divisions in NRO, members from the Office of 7 

Commission Appellate Adjudication, the Office of 8 

Nuclear Security Incident Response, and Region II.  And 9 

this group came together to put together the procedures 10 

that you have in front of you today.  We published those 11 

procedures in the Federal Register on April 18, 2014. 12 

We'll be receiving written comments on the 13 

procedures until July 2, 2014.  And then the NRC staff 14 

will consider and respond to the written comments and 15 

make appropriate modifications to the procedures before 16 

we send them to the Commission for approval later this 17 

year. 18 

Although we're taking written comments on 19 

the proposed procedures, we recognize that many people 20 

may not be familiar with ITAAC or hearings on new 21 

reactors.  And the ITAAC hearing procedure is different 22 

in a number of ways than normal hearings that we hold.  23 

The procedures are very detailed, as you've probably all 24 

seen, and they involve a number of substantial policy 25 
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questions.  Therefore, we felt it was important to have 1 

this public meeting today early in the comment period 2 

for us to summarize proposed procedures and to allow 3 

interested persons to ask questions and engage in 4 

discussion regarding tentative perspectives on the 5 

proposed procedures. 6 

For this reason, statements made at this 7 

public meeting are not going to be treated as formal 8 

comments.  So we want you to feel free to please ask 9 

questions, take tentative positions, or explore various 10 

possibilities without the expectations that what you 11 

say today will be taken as  your final comments or that 12 

they are of the position of the organization that you 13 

represent. 14 

We'll put up a slide at the end that will 15 

have the address for sending in formal comments and 16 

that's also in the Federal Register notice. 17 

Before I pass things off to Michael, I just 18 

want to make one more point.  The procedures are very 19 

detailed and so in the interest of time and to preserve 20 

Michael's voice, we're just going to -- we're not going 21 

to touch on every specific in the procedures.  However, 22 

if you have comments on anything, even if we didn't touch 23 

on it in the presentation, you can feel free to ask us 24 

comments on any part of the procedures. 25 
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I want to thank you all for attending and 1 

we look forward to  your comments and I'll pass it off 2 

to Michael. 3 

MR. SPENCER:  Hello.  I'm Michael 4 

Spencer.  As Jody said, I led the working group to 5 

develop the proposed procedures.  I'm here to summarize 6 

the proposed procedures.  First, I will give some 7 

background on ITAAC, how ITAAC are closed, and existing 8 

law and policy on ITAAC hearings because the Commission 9 

has already made a number of choices in that regard.  10 

Then I will discuss and summarize the major features of 11 

the proposed procedures that were developed by the NRC 12 

staff. 13 

We'll be taking questions and comments 14 

after my presentation is finished, so please hold any 15 

questions or comments you have until I am finished.   16 

Next slide. 17 

I'm now going to be presenting the 18 

background information. 19 

Next slide. 20 

So what are ITAAC?  ITAAC are inspections, 21 

test analyses, and acceptance criteria that are 22 

included in the license for new reactor to verify that 23 

the reactor has been constructed and will be operated 24 

in accordance with the NRC safety requirements.  The 25 
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ITAAC are composed of two parts, the inspections, tests 1 

or analyses or the means of verification, and the 2 

acceptance criteria, the standards that must be 3 

satisfied. 4 

ITAAC are reviewed and approved before a 5 

combined license is issued.  Most of the ITAAC come from 6 

-- typically come from a reference design certification 7 

or early site permit, but all the ITAAC for a reactor 8 

will be reviewed and approved before the license is 9 

issued.  And in the Vogtle Unit 3 license there are 875 10 

ITAAC. 11 

Before operation can begin, the NRC must 12 

find that all the acceptance criteria in the license are 13 

met.  So that means before operation begins, for each 14 

and every ITAAC, all 875, the NRC must find that all the 15 

acceptance criteria are met and this finding will be 16 

made at the end of construction all at once. 17 

Next slide. 18 

This slide shows two examples of ITAAC.  19 

The first example is fairly simple.  And it simply 20 

involves a visual verification of whether the fuel 21 

handling machine grippers work.  The second ITAAC is 22 

more complex and involves both testing and analysis to 23 

measure reactor coolant system flow.  And as you can 24 

see, there's even after testing and analysis is 25 
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performed, further analysis is done to convert the 1 

pre-fuel load flow to a post-fuel load flow.  So these 2 

are two examples of ITAAC, one is simple and one more 3 

complex. 4 

As you can see, the ITAAC are in three 5 

columns.  Actually, the first column is the design 6 

commitment.  It is not part of the ITAAC itself, but 7 

it's what the ITAAC is intended to demonstrate.  The 8 

middle column is the inspection, tests, or analyses and 9 

then the acceptance criteria is in the right hand 10 

column. 11 

Next slide. 12 

How are ITAAC closed?  ITAAC are closed by 13 

the licensee.  The licensee will be completing ITAAC 14 

throughout the construction period and NRC inspectors 15 

will be overseeing ITAAC completion.  Then the licensee 16 

will be submitting ITAAC closure notifications to 17 

describe successful ITAAC completion and the staff will 18 

be reviewing all of these notifications and determining 19 

whether the ITAAC have been completed.  Both the NRC's 20 

inspections and the NRC's review of the ITAAC closure 21 

notifications will inform the NRC's decision and 22 

determination on whether all of the acceptance criteria 23 

are met. 24 

Throughout the construction period, the 25 
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NRC will be periodically issuing notifications of 1 

successful completion of ITAAC.  However, these are 2 

preliminary determinations and do not become final and 3 

are subject to change until the final 52.103(g) finding 4 

is made at the end of construction.  This finding that 5 

the acceptance criteria are met is called the 52.103(g) 6 

finding because the NRC regulation, 10 CFR 52.103(g) is 7 

where that requirement is located.  8 

After the 52.103(g) finding that all 9 

acceptance criteria are met, ITAAC are no longer 10 

requirements for the licensee.  At that point, 11 

operational requirements take over such as technical 12 

specifications.   13 

Next slide. 14 

This slide is an ITAAC closure timeline 15 

that is fairly simple and just is intended to show that 16 

the licensees and the NRC staff's closure and 17 

verification activities for ITAAC span the entire 18 

construction period which will be several years.  Once 19 

the licensee has completed all of its activities on 20 

ITAAC, it will send the NRC an all ITAAC complete 21 

notification and the NRC will be expected shortly 22 

thereafter to make a decision on whether all the 23 

acceptance criteria are met.   Now if all of the 24 

acceptance criteria are met and that finding is made, 25 
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then operation is allowed.   1 

Now there are two points I'd like to bring 2 

your attention to that are notes on this chart.  First, 3 

and I don't think this is a very hard and fast estimate, 4 

but I was told as of about a year ago, we expected about 5 

one fourth to one third of the ITAAC to be completed in 6 

the last six months of construction.  And second, that 7 

you should also know that after an ITAAC closure 8 

notification is submitted the licensee is still 9 

obligated to maintain that successful ITAAC completion.  10 

And if anything happens that would call into question 11 

whether the ITAAC was successfully completed is new 12 

material information, then the licensee would be 13 

obligated to inform the NRC of that. 14 

Next slide. 15 

As specifically pertains to this meeting, 16 

there is a hearing opportunity on conformance with the 17 

acceptance criteria and this hearing opportunity is 18 

specifically provided in the Atomic Energy Act, Section 19 

189(a)(1)(b).  And this hearing opportunity is on the 20 

question of whether the acceptance criteria have been 21 

or will be met.  And I must emphasize that the hearing 22 

request is limited to conformance with the acceptance 23 

criteria.  And that's because the theory of Part 52 is 24 

that all of the safety and environmental questions will 25 
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have been resolved before the combined license was 1 

issued, except for the single question of whether the 2 

acceptance criteria and the ITAAC are met. 3 

For this reason, there are no environmental 4 

contentions in an ITAAC hearing.  In addition, a 5 

challenge to the ITAAC itself will not give rise to an 6 

admissible contention, but there is an opportunity to 7 

petition to modify the terms and conditions of the 8 

combined license under 10 CFR 52.103(f).  This process 9 

is not a hearing process, but it is actually a petition 10 

process and the petition will be treated in accordance 11 

with 10 CFR 2.206 which is an established process. 12 

With respect to the hearing opportunity, a 13 

Federal Register notice of intended operation will 14 

announce this opportunity.  The notice must be 15 

published at least 180 days before fuel load.  However, 16 

the NRC stated goal is to publish the notice 210 days 17 

before fuel load.  And then the notice is very important 18 

because that triggers the adhering process which must 19 

take place and be completed in a compressed time period. 20 

Next slide. 21 

ITAAC hearing requests must be submitted 22 

within 60 days of the notice of intended operation.  23 

ITAAC hearing requests must demonstrate standing and 24 

include an admissible contention.  That's just like 25 
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hearing request requirements all of the other NRC 1 

proceedings.  There is one particular difference and 2 

it's very important.  The Atomic Energy Act itself 3 

requires hearing requests at an ITAAC hearing to make 4 

a prima facie showing.  And I will now quote from the 5 

Atomic Energy Act.  "A hearing request shall show prima 6 

facie that one or more of the acceptance criteria in the 7 

combined license have not been or will not be met and 8 

the specific operational consequences of 9 

nonconformance.  It would be contrary to providing 10 

reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the 11 

public health and safety." 12 

So there are three points I'm going to, out 13 

of this fairly long sentence, that I'm going to focus.  14 

First is the word "shall".  The Atomic Energy Act, the 15 

statute says the hearing request shall make this 16 

showing.  So it's a requirement.  It's not optional.  17 

Second, the word "prima facie", a Latin legal term 18 

meaning on its face.  And then third, that the prima 19 

facie showing is in two parts.  One, the first part of 20 

it is that one or more of the acceptance criteria have 21 

not or will not be met.  And the second part is that this 22 

nonconformance will result in operational consequences 23 

that are contrary to adequate protection of the public 24 

health and safety. 25 
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Next slide. 1 

As I stated previously, a significant 2 

number of the ITAAC will not be completed until the last 3 

six months of construction and hearing requests will be 4 

due not long after that.  Therefore, there are ITAAC 5 

that will not be completed when the hearing request is 6 

due.   7 

Now the NRC dealt with this issue by 8 

requiring licensees to submit uncompleted ITAAC 9 

notifications.  These are notifications that will 10 

describe the licensee's plans for completing the ITAAC, 11 

the specific procedures and analytical methods they 12 

will use to complete the ITAAC.  And these 13 

notifications will provide information to members of 14 

the public to allow them to file a hearing request. 15 

Once a hearing request is filed, the 16 

licensee and the NRC staff may answer the hearing 17 

request, but they must do so within 25 days.  And then 18 

no replies to these answers are permitted.  As the 19 

Atomic Energy Act directs the Commission to do, the 20 

Commission will expeditiously determine whether to 21 

grant or deny the hearing request. 22 

Next slide. 23 

If the hearing request is granted, the 24 

Atomic Energy Act contains further direction.  It tells 25 
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the NRC that to the maximum possible extent, the NRC 1 

shall issue a decision on the hearing issues by the later 2 

of two dates.  The first date is 180 days after the 3 

notice of intended operation is issued.  And the second 4 

date is scheduled fuel load.  Now as I previously 5 

stated, the NRC's goal is to issue this notice 210 days 6 

before fuel load.  So in practice, the later of these 7 

two dates will be fuel load. 8 

Now with 60 days given for hearing requests 9 

and 25 days given for answers, that leaves 125 days to 10 

decide on the hearing request, complete any hearing, and 11 

issue a decision.  That is a significantly shorter 12 

amount of time for completing a hearing than is normal 13 

in other NRC hearing contexts.  However, the ITAAC 14 

hearing is different from other NRC hearings in that 15 

it's more focused.  First, it's focused on -- it has to 16 

be within the bounds of the ITAAC itself.  And second, 17 

the hearing will focus on the issues for which a 18 

petitioner has made a prima facie showing.  And because 19 

any hearing issues will be narrowly focused, it should 20 

be easier to complete the hearing in a shorter amount 21 

of time. 22 

The Atomic Energy Act allows the NRC to use 23 

formal or informal procedures of its choosing.  And the 24 

NRC regulations provide that the ITAAC hearing 25 
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procedures will be designated by the Commission in each 1 

proceeding.  So that provides NRC with a good deal of 2 

flexibility in determining what are the best procedures 3 

for an ITAAC hearing. 4 

Next slide. 5 

Interim operation.  If a hearing request 6 

is granted, the Atomic Energy Act also directs the 7 

Commission to determine whether to allow interim 8 

operation.  Now interim operation is operation of the 9 

reactor pending the completion of a hearing.  And the 10 

purpose of interim operation is to prevent the ITAAC 11 

hearing from unnecessarily delaying plant operation.   12 

In accordance with the statute, the interim 13 

operation shall be allowed if two things happen.  14 

First, if the Commission determines that there is 15 

reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the 16 

public health and safety during the interim operation 17 

period.  And two, that the NRC staff makes a 52.103(g) 18 

finding that all ITAAC acceptance criteria are met.  19 

And more information on interim operation is contained 20 

in SECY 13-33. 21 

Next slide. 22 

Although more information on interim 23 

operation is in the SECY paper, I'm going to focus on 24 

one particular aspect of the interim operation decision 25 
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and that is the determination on whether there's 1 

adequate protection during interim operation.  First, 2 

the Atomic Energy Act requires the Commission to 3 

consider the petitioner's prima facie showing and the 4 

answers to that showing.   5 

Second, if you look at the legislative 6 

history for this provision and what Congress was 7 

intending, it indicates that Congress was intending 8 

that interim operation be limited and that it not be a 9 

question of the NRC deciding before the hearing is 10 

completed that the petitioner is wrong.   11 

 Rather, interim operation was intended for 12 

situations in which the alleged safety problem would not 13 

arise during the interim operation period or in which 14 

the licensee could propose mitigation measures to 15 

assure adequate protection. 16 

Finally, interim operation may include 17 

conditions to assure adequate protection.  These may be 18 

mode restrictions such as mode of operation 19 

restrictions or it may just simply be binding a licensee 20 

to mitigation measures it itself has proposed. 21 

Next slide. 22 

The Commission has already made some 23 

decisions on how it will be involved in the hearing.  By 24 

the Commission, I mean the five Commissioners.  In a 25 
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2008 Policy Statement on Conducting New Reactor 1 

Licensing Proceedings, the Commission announced that it 2 

will be responsible for three decisions associated with 3 

an ITAAC hearing.  First, the Commission itself will 4 

determine whether to grant or deny the hearing request.  5 

Second, the Commission would designate the procedures 6 

for the hearing.  And third, the Commission would make 7 

the adequate protection determination for interim 8 

operation. 9 

The Commission has not decided who will 10 

serve as presiding officer for the hearing.  And when 11 

we issue the hearing procedures, they were issued by the 12 

NRC staff.  We did not get Commission approval for them, 13 

the idea being we would like to get stakeholder feedback 14 

and then present final procedures to the Commission 15 

later this year. 16 

Next slide. 17 

To summarize much of what I've said 18 

already, this is a chart showing parallel paths that 19 

will be going on the last seven months of construction.  20 

The first arrow, the first path is the ITAAC closure and 21 

verification process.  That will have started years 22 

before and will continue up until the 52.103(g) finding.   23 

The hearing request process will start with 24 

the notice of intended operation which is seven months 25 
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before fuel load.  And it will initially just be one 1 

path.  But if a hearing request is granted there will 2 

be two parallel paths that it will be going on.  First 3 

is the hearing itself.  And that will be on whether the 4 

acceptance criteria are met.  Second, the interim 5 

operation determination.  Now essentially because 6 

interim operation is intended to prevent an ITAAC 7 

hearing from delaying operation, then there's not 8 

really a need for operation if you do finish the hearing 9 

before fuel load.  However, the Commission needs to be 10 

ready to be able to make that decision if and when 11 

necessary.  So the process for making that 12 

determination will have to be ongoing and proceeding in 13 

parallel with the hearing while the hearing is ongoing 14 

so that if the hearing is not finished by fuel load, the 15 

Commission will be ready to make that determination. 16 

Next slide. 17 

That completes my summary of the background 18 

information.  Now I'm going to describe and summarize 19 

some of the significant procedures that have been 20 

developed and made available for comment. 21 

Next slide. 22 

First, the procedure development process.  23 

Consistent with the Atomic Energy Act and Commission 24 

regulations, we decided that the hearing procedures 25 
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will be designated by case-specific order.  This 1 

promotes flexibility.  It allows the Commission to make 2 

tweaks on a case-specific basis, based on the nature of 3 

the issues that are being contested, and allows the 4 

Commission to quickly learn and apply lessons to future 5 

proceedings without going through a rule making. 6 

However, notwithstanding the need and the 7 

desire for flexibility, the NRC staff has proposed 8 

general procedures with templates to promote efficiency 9 

and predictability.  This allows the public an 10 

opportunity to provide input on the procedures and 11 

stakeholders will have an opportunity to become 12 

familiar with them before they are implemented.  As I 13 

said before, the Commission can modify these general 14 

procedures on a case-specific basis, but what we 15 

envision is that these would be largely tweaks to an 16 

already developed process rather than making it up as 17 

we go along.  And we think that making it up as you go 18 

along is a process fraught with peril. 19 

Next slide. 20 

This slide covers our overarching 21 

approaching to procedure development.  First, we 22 

implemented existing law and policy on ITAAC hearings.  23 

So the Atomic Energy Act says the hearing request will 24 

show prima facie, so that's a requirement.  It's in our 25 
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regulations, too.  Commission decisions on Commission 1 

participation of the hearing had already been made.  2 

Our procedures are consistent with that. 3 

We also wanted to use existing NRC hearing 4 

procedures to the extent practical.  The reason for 5 

this is that people who are likely to participate in the 6 

hearing are more likely to be familiar with these 7 

procedures because they've used them before.  And 8 

there's also a body of precedent interpreting  them and 9 

applying them.  So that gives people a better 10 

understanding of what they really mean.  You could 11 

actually do a Westlaw search, for instance, or some 12 

other legal service search for case law and the meaning 13 

of a certain provision. 14 

We develop procedures to accommodate three 15 

different presiding officer choices.  These choices 16 

are one, the Commission itself holding the hearing; two, 17 

a licensing board; and three, and this third option is 18 

less commonly used at the NRC, but has been used before, 19 

a single legal judge assisted as appropriate by 20 

technical advisors.   21 

Our procedures support a hearing decision 22 

by fuel load.  That was very important.  We're trying 23 

to be consistent with the Atomic Energy Act.   24 

Now with respect to the hearing format, 25 
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this was a very important and significant decision for 1 

our hearing procedures.  And for hearings involving 2 

testimony, we decided upon a modified Subpart L approach 3 

with written filings, preceding an oral hearing.  And 4 

so I think it's important to step back and think about 5 

the two objectives that we had to try to achieve with 6 

our procedures.   7 

First, the hearing must provide the parties 8 

and the presiding officer with a fair opportunity to 9 

develop an adequate record that leads to an accurate 10 

decision.  And second, the hearing has to support a 11 

decision by fuel load.  12 

Now these two objectives are actually related to each 13 

other.  Achieving objective one is important for 14 

achieving objective two because if the hearing process 15 

does not provide the presiding officer with all the 16 

information it needs to reach a decision that could 17 

cause delays, perhaps the presiding officer would feel 18 

the need for another round of questions.   19 

So what we thought with the Subpart L 20 

approach had certain advantages.  One is that written 21 

testimony and position statements provide clarity and 22 

precision which we think is important for the scientific 23 

and engineering concepts that are covered by ITAAC.  24 

Second, it would give the presiding officer a chance to 25 
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consider the positions of the parties and come up with 1 

all the questions the presiding officer needs to reach 2 

a decision.  We're envisioning that there will only be 3 

one round of questions as is typically done for Subpart 4 

L hearings at an oral hearing.  And then after that, the 5 

presiding officer will have all the information the 6 

presiding officer needs to make a decision and to begin 7 

immediately making and documenting that decision to be 8 

issued soon thereafter.  So those are the advantages 9 

we saw with the Subpart L approach and that's why we 10 

chose it. 11 

Next slide. 12 

In developing the procedures, we took 13 

several steps to make the Atomic Energy Act goal for the 14 

hearing schedule.  First, we envision that the decision 15 

on the hearing request be issued 30 days from the 16 

answers.  Then testimony development could begin 17 

immediately thereafter.  We thought this was possible 18 

because the hearing issues would be narrow, as I said 19 

before, and that with the prima facie showing and the 20 

answers thereto, we would think the parties would have 21 

a fairly good understanding of what the other parties' 22 

positions are and could immediately begin to develop 23 

testimony to support their own positions and to some 24 

extent address the positions of the other parties. 25 
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We also eliminate the certain time and 1 

resource-intensive procedures that we did not think 2 

were necessary for an ITAAC hearing.  Now certainly in 3 

other proceedings, dispositive motions or written 4 

motions in limine have their place, but for an ITAAC 5 

hearing given the need for an expedited proceeding, we 6 

thought that we could eliminate several procedures, as 7 

I said, contested dispositive motions.  The reason why 8 

we eliminated that is because we're immediately going 9 

to hearing, so it doesn't seem to be much purpose served 10 

by consuming resources and time determining whether 11 

you're going to hearing. 12 

With respect to written motions in limine 13 

and motions to strike, we thought that the parties would 14 

have opportunities to address the relevance and weight 15 

of the evidence in both their pre- and post-hearing 16 

filings and at the hearing itself. 17 

Another step we took was to have shortened 18 

deadlines for most tasks.  This was unavoidable.  It 19 

does require the parties to be very diligent in meeting 20 

their obligations, but we think all of these are 21 

feasible and all of the parties will be subject to the 22 

same requirements. 23 

The fifth step we took was a strict deadline 24 

for the decision.  And this deadline, for the hearing 25 
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decision, and this deadline could only be extended upon 1 

a showing of unavoidable and extreme circumstances 2 

which is the standard that was taken from a 1998 3 

adjudicatory policy statement the Commission issued.  4 

So we relied upon an existing standard for that. 5 

One very important step that we haven't 6 

taken, but we're looking to see whether we can take is 7 

whether we can issue the notice of intended operation 8 

earlier than 210 days before fuel load.  And while we 9 

would like to explore that is even though we've tried 10 

to develop the procedures to ensure a hearing decision 11 

to be made by fuel load, it's possible for delays to 12 

creep in.  And there's a process I'm going to explain 13 

later called claims of incompleteness which if the claim 14 

of incompleteness were valid, the decision on that claim 15 

would result in the licensee providing information and 16 

new contentions being submitted and filed and a decision 17 

being made on those.  And that could delay things maybe 18 

two or three months. 19 

So we want to explore whether we can issue 20 

the notice earlier so that we can build some cushion into 21 

the process to make sure that we do get the hearing 22 

completed by fuel load even if there are these 23 

unanticipated delays.  However, a very important 24 

matter that because the hearing request will depend upon 25 
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these uncompleted ITAAC notifications for the ITAAC 1 

that has not been completed, we don't think we can issue 2 

the hearing notice earlier unless the uncompleted ITAAC 3 

notifications are issued earlier than required. 4 

Now the rule says what it says.  They 5 

require 225 days before fuel load.  If they are 6 

submitted earlier on a voluntary basis by a licensee, 7 

that would allow us to issue the notice of intended 8 

operation earlier and help us achieve our goals. 9 

We are very interested, very, very 10 

interested, in hearing the pros and cons of this 11 

approach.  Can licensees support this?  Do they think 12 

it's a good idea?  Do other members of the public, other 13 

stakeholders think it's a good idea?  And then if we do 14 

want to issue the notice of intended operation earlier, 15 

how early should we issue it?  Let's say two months, 16 

three months?  So these are things that we're very 17 

interested in hearing from stakeholders on. 18 

Next slide. 19 

The NRC staff developed three hearing 20 

tracks.  The first hearing track is for legal 21 

contentions.  These do not involve testimony or factual 22 

disputes.  They're purely legal disputes.  The legal 23 

contentions are rare, but they have been admitted at the 24 

NRC, so we wanted to make sure we covered that base and 25 
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that possibility.  So we have a template for that.   1 

With respect to the much more common 2 

scenario of a hearing involving testimony, we developed 3 

two hearing tracks.  Track 1 has written direct 4 

testimony and written rebuttal testimony and takes 95 5 

days.  Track 2 has written direct testimony, but no 6 

written rebuttal testimony and takes 80 days.  Now the 7 

only difference between these two tracks is whether you 8 

have written rebuttal testimony.  But even with Track 9 

2, there is a chance to propose questions for your own 10 

witness in the form of oral rebuttal.  We thought that 11 

parties ought to have an opportunity and a track to 12 

respond to arguments made by the other party since our 13 

schedule envisions everybody filing their initial 14 

testimony at the same time. 15 

As currently proposed, we envision both 16 

Track 1 and Track 2 appearing in the final procedures 17 

and that the Commission on a case-specific basis would 18 

choose between them.  So we're interested in hearing 19 

and we requested comment on in the Federal Register 20 

notice what are the considerations that should go into 21 

choosing between Track 1 and Track 2?  Should Track 1 22 

be the default or Track 2 be the default?  What should 23 

be the dividing line in making that choice, what factors 24 

should be considered? 25 
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Next slide. 1 

This is a simple chart on ITAAC hearing 2 

timelines.  It's mainly intended to show that after 3 

those intended operation hearing requests and answers 4 

are filed, we expect a Commission decision in 30 days, 5 

so that will occur 95 days before fuel load.  And so all 6 

of the hearing tracks that we have will take 95 days or 7 

less.  And all of these tracks, well, the tracks 8 

involving testimony envision that we would have one day 9 

for an oral hearing, but the idea is to have every 10 

hearing track be completed and a decision issued by fuel 11 

load. 12 

Next slide. 13 

This is a much more detailed chart.  This 14 

chart is available in the Federal Register notice and 15 

it's also available in Template A that was referenced 16 

in the Federal Register notice for the Commission order 17 

for proceedings involving testimony.  This chart 18 

contains the Track 1 and Track 2 schedules.  And I'm not 19 

going to go over this chart in detail.  So I would 20 

suggest you study it on your on time and you may have 21 

already studied it since we've made it available.  But 22 

I'm going to highlight two things that are in this chart.  23 

First, consistent with Subpart L, we allow for motion 24 

for cross examination and also consistent with Subpart 25 
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L, we make the standard for allowing cross examination, 1 

that the presiding officer would have to determine that 2 

it's necessary for an adequate record. 3 

One little wrinkle we have in our approach 4 

is that Subpart L is typically not used for eye witness 5 

disputes.  Usually, Subpart G is used for that.  But 6 

we're using a Subpart L approach for all the ITAAC 7 

hearings involving testimony.  And so we did allow a 8 

right to cross examination for eye witnesses and 9 

essentially a predetermination that you have a right to 10 

cross eye witnesses.  And if you look at the statements 11 

of consideration for the 2004 rule, that's where we got 12 

that idea, where the Commission thought if you have eye 13 

witnesses, cross examination seems appropriate and 14 

right and they base it on federal case law. 15 

Another thing I'm going to point out is 16 

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, that's 17 

the second row from the bottom.  And it says "Findings 18 

(if needed)."  Now we have two options that are actually 19 

for comment in procedures and actually very similar.  20 

But the gist of the two options is this.  We don't want 21 

to have unnecessary delay from unnecessary filings and 22 

we don't want to impose unnecessary resource burdens on 23 

the parties.   24 

So we've essentially left it up to the 25 
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presiding officer to make a decision do I need findings 1 

on all the issues?  Do I need findings on some of the 2 

issues or do I not need findings of fact and conclusions 3 

of law at all?  This would allow the presiding officer 4 

to make that decision and in accordance with that 5 

decision, findings would be allowed if the presiding 6 

officer directs.   7 

But as you'll notice, the initial decision, 8 

the hearing decision is due not long after those 9 

findings are due to be filed.  So there's not much time 10 

given for findings, but there's also not much time given 11 

after the findings for the presiding officer to make his 12 

decision.  So we also thought the presiding officer 13 

should really only be having to look at additional 14 

information that really needs to make a decision. 15 

Next slide. 16 

I'm now going to cover a number of, I guess, 17 

more significant procedures that we've developed beyond 18 

schedule.  First, I'm going to cover accessing 19 

sensitive information.  Given the nature and scope of 20 

the ITAAC, the fact that there are some security ITAAC, 21 

the fact that some ITAAC might involve security-related 22 

information and propriety information possibly, or 23 

information about the ITAAC might involve that, we 24 

envisioned that a SUNSI-SGI Access Order would be issued 25 
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with a notice of intended operation.   1 

Now SUNSI is Sensitive Unclassified Not 2 

Safeguards Information and that covers information such 3 

as priority and security-related information.  And SGI 4 

is Safeguards Information.  And these access orders 5 

have been issued in a number of different NRC 6 

proceedings.  They're almost always issued with in a 7 

COL notice of hearing. They allow members of the public 8 

to  request information, sensitive information from 9 

the NRC for the purposes of contention formulation. 10 

Consistent with the existing access 11 

procedures, a request for access must be filed within 12 

ten days of the notice and we also for requests for 13 

access after that, the current procedures for other 14 

hearings, say good cause, we actually tried to give some 15 

definition to what good cause means.  And we said ten 16 

days after you've discovered the need for the 17 

information.  We've tried to be a little more objective 18 

and precise. 19 

Access to SUNSI requires a need for the 20 

information and access to SGI requires a need to know.  21 

And in addition, of course, access to SGI requires a 22 

background check including a criminal history records 23 

check.  This can take time.  These background checks 24 

can take time, often several months.  And for that 25 
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reason we're going to announce a pre-clearance process 1 

on a case-specific basis in the Federal Register about 2 

one year before fuel load.  And we're also going to 3 

announce that pre-clearance, which is optional, but 4 

that if members of the public who want to participate 5 

in ITAAC hearings don't take advantage of the process, 6 

the NRC will not delay completing the hearing or making 7 

the 52.103(g) finding. 8 

Next slide. 9 

Mandatory disclosures.  This is another 10 

information access provision.  We're using the -- we're 11 

basing mandatory disclosures in an ITAAC hearing off of 12 

the existing 2.336(a), 10 CFR 2.336(a) which applies to 13 

just about every NRC proceeding.  If the hearing 14 

request is granted, there will be mandatory disclosures 15 

of relevant documents and the identity of opinion and 16 

fact witnesses with an identification of the analysis 17 

or authority upon which the opinion witness bases his 18 

or her opinion. 19 

These disclosures would be required 15 days 20 

from the grant of the hearing request.  We think this 21 

is doable, particularly because we think the parties 22 

will have already compiled a lot of the information 23 

simply answering either filing or answering the hearing 24 

request.  We also have updates being due every 14 days 25 
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thereafter.  1 

No other discovery is allowed by the 2 

procedures.  We did not think that formal discovery 3 

would add benefits that would outweigh the potential for 4 

delay.  And so that was -- something that was discussed 5 

within the NRC staff and when you think about all the 6 

other information that is available to the parties, you 7 

have the ITAAC notifications.  You have NRC inspection 8 

reports on some of the ITAAC.  You have the prima facie 9 

showing itself and the answers thereto.  When you look 10 

at the fact that the ITAAC hearing itself will be very 11 

narrowly focused, we didn't think that -- we thought 12 

that there would be enough information provided to the 13 

parties.  And I must add to that, the pre-filed 14 

testimony itself will provide information to the 15 

parties about what the other parties' positions are.  16 

So we thought that would be sufficient information for 17 

the other parties -- for the parties to have in order 18 

to participate in the hearing. 19 

We also didn't think a hearing file was 20 

necessary because of the other avenues for accessing 21 

information that I've just described.  And the NRC will 22 

affirmatively make available information that's 23 

relevant to an ITAAC hearing such as the ITAAC 24 

notifications, the inspection reports, the final safety 25 
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analysis report, the design certification if it's 1 

referenced, the COL application references the design 2 

certification.  So we're going to try to affirmatively 3 

make available information on an ITAAC web page ahead 4 

of time so that there really isn't a need for a hearing 5 

file.   6 

The third point is that we would apply the 7 

SUNSI-SGI Access Order to request for SUNSI or SGI 8 

unrelated to admitted contentions.  And the reason why 9 

we're doing this is a departure from current practice.  10 

But given the way we have structured discovery and 11 

disclosures for an ITAAC hearing, if you were already 12 

a party you wouldn't otherwise, unless we had continued 13 

application of the SUNSI-SGI Order the parties wouldn't 14 

otherwise have an avenue to seek access to SUNSI or SGI 15 

for contention formulation on issues unrelated to the 16 

admitted contentions. 17 

Next slide. 18 

Notifications of relevant new 19 

developments.  First, there's a general duty.  Parties 20 

are obliged to notify the presiding officer and the 21 

other parties of relevant new developments in the 22 

proceeding.  This comes straight from the Commission's 23 

decision of the proceeding in 2006.  We wanted to 24 

highlight that for the parties because we expect since 25 
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a lot of the ITAAC are being completed at the end of 1 

construction, we expect ITAAC environment to be dynamic 2 

as the word is typically used and therefore we want to 3 

ensure that the parties and the presiding officer are 4 

operating with the most up-to-date information. 5 

In addition to the General Duty, we have 6 

certain specific requirements and first I'll outline 7 

the requirements for pending contentions.  These are 8 

contentions that have been submitted, but have not been 9 

ruled on by the Commission one way or the other. 10 

So first, the licensee and the NRC staff 11 

will be obligated to report changes to the status of 12 

challenged ITAAC and their answers.  So if something 13 

has happened 15 days after the hearing request is filed 14 

with that ITAAC, then we would be obligated to say that 15 

in our answers.  That would be the challenge to ITAAC.  16 

Only the ITAAC that are challenged by the petitioner. 17 

Then, after the answers are filed, we would 18 

have an obligation for the parties to timely report 19 

changes to the status of challenge to ITAAC.  And we'd 20 

also impose a requirement on the licensee to make a 21 

same-day notification of ITAAC closure and ITAAC 22 

post-closure notifications on challenged ITAAC.  So if 23 

you have an ITAAC, let's say ITAAC 7 and 58 is being 24 

challenged and you're going to submit an ITAAC closure, 25 
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post-closure notification on that, the same day you do 1 

that just file it with the NRC with the presiding officer 2 

and with the parties.  Notifications like this are 3 

often made in NRC proceedings, but we want to make sure 4 

they're made in a timely manner.    And this 5 

obligation would apply until a decision on contention 6 

of admissibility.  If the contention is dismissed, then 7 

these obligations no longer apply. 8 

Next slide. 9 

We also have requirements for admitted 10 

contentions.  These are similar to pending contentions 11 

in terms of the same-day notice on ITAAC closure and 12 

post-closure notifications on challenged ITAAC, but we 13 

also state that if the licensee notifies the presiding 14 

officer and the parties of one of these notifications 15 

or perhaps if ITAAC reperformance and the licensee may 16 

do this.  And this is just a purely hypothetical, that 17 

let's say a member of the public says licensee used the 18 

wrong method to do the ITAAC or is planning to use the 19 

wrong method and ought to use the other method.  And the 20 

licensee says well, to placate them I've used the other 21 

method and so there's really nothing to hold a hearing 22 

on, they might want to perform the ITAAC that way and 23 

tell the presiding officer.  I'm not suggesting 24 

licensees do that, I'm just saying what if.  And so if 25 
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the licensee did re-perform the ITAAC and notify the NRC 1 

of that, then we would expect with that notice that it 2 

would state the effect of the notice on the proceeding 3 

and that the other parties would be obligated to respond 4 

in seven days with the effect of the notice on the 5 

proceeding. 6 

However, we wouldn't make the intervenors 7 

tell what their plans for filing a new amended 8 

contention is because that would probably be a little 9 

bit premature.  They would have a somewhat longer 10 

period for making that decision. 11 

And these notification provisions would 12 

apply until the appeal period has terminated.  So what 13 

is the appeal period on an amended contention?  It's 14 

either when the time for an appeal has been filed is up 15 

or if an appeal has been filed the Commission decision 16 

on the appeal. 17 

Next slide. 18 

Claims of incompleteness.  If an 19 

incomplete licensee -- well, our regulations provide 20 

that if an incomplete licensee ITAAC notification 21 

prevents the petitioner from making the necessary prima 22 

facie showing and the rule itself says that it's 23 

necessary prima facie showing, the petitioner must 24 

specifically identify the incompleteness, and explain 25 
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why this incompleteness prevents the petitioner from 1 

making the necessary showing. 2 

Now in our procedures, we go further and say 3 

that the Commission expects these explanations to be 4 

well supported.  In addition, the petitioner has to 5 

show standing and to the extent it can, it must meet the 6 

contention requirements. 7 

If the Commission determines that a claim 8 

of incompleteness is valid, the Commission will order 9 

the licensee to provide the missing information.  Our 10 

procedures envision that would typically be done in ten 11 

days.  And then the petitioner can file a contention 12 

based on this information which would be using the same 13 

time periods for new or amended contentions.   14 

One thing, as I've said before, because of 15 

the Atomic Energy Act shall show -- the Atomic Energy 16 

Act says the hearing request shall show prima facie.  17 

The hearing request will not be granted until the prima 18 

facie showing is made, so we shouldn't look at a claim 19 

of incompleteness like a contention.  It's really a 20 

claim that I can't file a contention because I don't have 21 

the necessary information.  The licensee hasn't 22 

provided the information that the 5299(c) requires them 23 

to do. 24 

Next slide. 25 
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Interim operation.  As I said previously, 1 

the adequate protection determination will be based on 2 

the hearing request and the answers thereto.  We 3 

envision that ordinarily speaking that those initial 4 

filings will be the parties' only opportunity to provide 5 

input on the interim operation decision.  So in their 6 

initial filings, the parties should address the time 7 

period and modes of operation during which the alleged 8 

concern arises.  And the licensee has an opportunity to 9 

propose mitigation measures being -- mitigation 10 

measures meaning the licensee may disagree about 11 

whether the ITAAC is admissible, but they would have an 12 

opportunity to say that even if you agree that it's 13 

admissible, we could take this measure to ensure 14 

adequate protection during the interim operation 15 

period. 16 

If a contention is admitted, the Commission 17 

may order briefing on interim operation.  But our 18 

procedures make this discretionary with the exception 19 

that if the licensee proposes mitigation measures, 20 

there will be an opportunity for the other parties, the 21 

NRC staff, and the petitioner to respond to that since 22 

it's new information.   23 

We have two different processes set up.  24 

First, before ruling on the hearing request, parties may 25 
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not respond to the mitigation measures, but a briefing 1 

opportunity will be provided if the hearing request is 2 

granted.  And we made the process like this because we 3 

didn't want to consume unnecessary resources of the 4 

parties on responding to interim operation for a 5 

contention that never gets admitted. 6 

And also, we believe that if the briefing 7 

order goes out at the time the Commission grants the 8 

hearing request, there will be time for briefs to be 9 

filed and the Commission will have time to make and 10 

prepare a decision before fuel load. 11 

After a decision on the hearing request, 12 

the parties will be given -- we use a slightly different 13 

process because we don't have as much time in order to 14 

make an interim operation decision.  So the parties 15 

would be given 20 days after a licensee answer proposing 16 

mitigation measures to respond to these mitigation 17 

measures.  However, this response is not a reply in the 18 

sense that it's not a reply dealing with the contention 19 

or whether the prima facie showing has been made or 20 

standing or anything else.  It's only about whether the 21 

effect of licensee proposed mitigation measures under 22 

adequate protection during interim operation. 23 

Next slide. 24 

With respect to hearing requests, 25 
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intervention petitions, new/amended contentions, and 1 

claims of incompleteness after the deadline, we require 2 

good cause under 10 CFR 2.309(c) consistent with current 3 

regulations.  And that good case is defined in the 4 

regulations essentially to be that there's new 5 

information out there, it's material and that you 6 

couldn't have filed your contention earlier before you 7 

had this information. 8 

Now a common question in NRC proceedings is 9 

when should such a filing be made?  The rule says in a 10 

timely fashion.  What does that mean?  Licensing 11 

boards typically choose about 30 days from when new 12 

information becomes available.  We're looking at 13 

making that -- stating that objectively up front in the 14 

procedures, but we're wondering what the right answer 15 

is.  Should it be 30 days from the new information?  16 

Should it be 20 days?  Should it be some time in between?   17 

Similarly for answers, typically 25 days is 18 

given for answers, but should it be less?  Should it be 19 

15 days or some time in between.  And these are options 20 

that are available for comment and we're very interested 21 

in hearing perspectives from stakeholders. 22 

And then finally, we're seeking comment on 23 

whether the reopening standards should ever apply to 24 

such filings.  And by such filings I mean the hearing 25 
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request, intervention petitions, new or amended 1 

contentions after the deadline.  And the reason why 2 

we're asking this is because if you look at what the 3 

reopening provision is intended for and what it does, 4 

essentially it requires a petitioner to meet the 5 

reopening standard to provide substantial evidence 6 

showing that there's a significant safety issue and they 7 

have to do it in a timely fashion. 8 

And we were thinking, well, the prima facie 9 

showing and the good cause requirement together kind of 10 

do both -- not exactly the same necessarily, but kind 11 

of get at the same concerns and requires a substantial 12 

showing.  So we made this -- this is a question for 13 

comment.  14 

Next slide. 15 

We also have with respect to general 16 

motions and motions for extension of time, we took the 17 

ten days for filing and answers and two, three, two, 18 

three and made them seven days because of the expedited 19 

proceeding.  And with respect to motions for extension 20 

of time, must show good cause, you must meet the factors 21 

in 2.334(b) or at least those will be the ones considered 22 

which deals with requests of adherence to the hearing 23 

schedule, whether the extension is based on unavoidable 24 

circumstances and whether the other parties agree 25 
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enough and fourth, the overall effect on the schedule. 1 

However, because of the expedited nature of 2 

the proceeding and really the fact that we cannot allow 3 

for any significant delay in order to meet the schedule, 4 

good cause will be interpreted strictly and unavoidable 5 

and extreme circumstances would be required for more 6 

than very minor extensions. 7 

In addition, motions must be filed as soon 8 

as possible and absent exceptional circumstances not 9 

later than two business days from the event.  We are 10 

requesting comment on the procedures on how these 11 

provisions should be worded, whether very minor 12 

extensions should be more objectively defined or 13 

whether unavoidable and extreme circumstances should be 14 

required for all extension requests. 15 

In addition, the procedures have an 16 

event-based standard for filing the motion itself.  So 17 

we're wondering should we use an event-based standard 18 

or a deadline-based standard or a combination of the 19 

two.  One concern we had for a deadline-based standard 20 

is that if we say something along the lines of three days 21 

before the deadline and then something happens two days 22 

before the deadline, well, you might have a really good 23 

reason why you can't meet the deadline but you wouldn't 24 

meet the standards.  So we wanted to account for those 25 
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situations. 1 

Next slide. 2 

Interlocutory review and referred rulings.  3 

We believe that interlocutory appeals should be allowed 4 

on access to SUNSI or SGI or at least rulings on that 5 

because of the possibility for irreparable harm.  You 6 

can't -- once the information is released, it's 7 

released.  However, we're seeking comment on whether 8 

interlocutory review should be allowed in other 9 

circumstances.  The first option is no.  The basis for 10 

that is that we're going to complete the hearing very 11 

quickly and you'll get your opportunity to appeal very 12 

soon and that the time and resources needed for an 13 

interlocutory appeal aren't really worth it. 14 

The second would allow interlocutory 15 

review in accordance with the current rules, but would 16 

make clear that they will be disfavored with the 17 

exception of appeals on access to SUNSI or SGI.  And 18 

then finally, certified questions and referred rulings 19 

would be allowed, but the presiding officer should issue 20 

the ruling if possible to avoid delay. 21 

Next slide. 22 

Reconsideration and stays.  For 23 

reconsideration, we have three options for comment.  24 

One is that reconsideration should be allowed in 25 
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accordance with the current rules.  Two is that the 1 

reconsideration should be allowed, but only for two 2 

decisions, the initial decision after the hearing and 3 

the appeals of initial decisions.  And then the third 4 

option is no reconsideration allowed. 5 

The second option is a middle-ground 6 

approach that says we'll allow it for the most important 7 

decisions in the proceeding and since NRC regulations 8 

provide that the action can take place after the initial 9 

decision, notwithstanding an appeal or a motion for stay 10 

or reconsideration, then reconsideration doesn't 11 

really cause delay.  12 

And then for stays, we would not allow stay 13 

requests for interim operation decisions because this 14 

is essentially the congressionally statutorily 15 

mandated standard for determining whether to give 16 

immediate effectiveness to the 52.103(g) finding.  17 

Essentially, the interim operation determination is a 18 

special type of stay process for ITAAC hearings.  19 

However, for other decisions, we would allow stay 20 

requests in accordance with the current rules. 21 

Next slide. 22 

And this is the final slide, so the slide 23 

is on comments on the procedures.  This slide tells you 24 

where you can find the Federal Register notice and it 25 
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tells you that the comment period closes on July 2, 2014 1 

and it states that the comments must be writing and may 2 

be submitted by the following methods and it outlines 3 

how comments may be submitted.  4 

So this concludes my presentation.  Thank 5 

you. 6 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you, Michael.  As 7 

Elva mentioned, my name is Sheila Ray.  I'm one of the 8 

facilitators for this meeting and now I'm going to open 9 

the floor up for comments. 10 

What I'll do is I'll start with a comment 11 

from the floor for those attending the meeting and then 12 

I will take another comment from the telephone bridge 13 

and then finally the webinar, so we can accurately get 14 

all of the comments and we have almost three hours, so 15 

hopefully that's enough time.  And I'll ask that when 16 

you do come to the podium, please state your name and 17 

affiliation so we can get an accurate record for the 18 

transcript.  And also so that the folks on the webinar 19 

and the telephone bridge are able to hear your comment.  20 

And if you could limit it to one comment at a time and 21 

we'll come back to you if you have additional comments. 22 

And also for those in the room, if you could 23 

fill out a green card, just so I know your name and 24 

affiliation, and then I'll call you to the microphone. 25 
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And Elva is back here if you want any green 1 

cards or if you would like to hand them to her after you 2 

fill them out. 3 

So first we'll start with Stephen Burdick 4 

of Morgan Lewis. 5 

MR. BURDICK:  Good afternoon.  Stephen 6 

Burdick of Morgan Lewis.  I just wanted to start out by 7 

saying thank you for all the effort you put into these 8 

procedures.  They kind of speak for themselves how much 9 

work and thought the staff and OGC put into it, so I think 10 

there's a lot of areas of agreement on a lot of topics 11 

that are in the procedures. 12 

I have a couple of questions or comments, 13 

but I'll start with one and then I'll come back up.  The 14 

first comment I have or question, I guess, relates to 15 

the designation of the presiding officer for the 16 

hearing.   17 

And Michael, I know you spoke about some of 18 

this here that the Commission has said that it will take 19 

responsibility for certain decisions including ruling 20 

on the original hearing request.  But the decision of 21 

who is going to be the presiding officer for the actual 22 

hearing is kind of -- is for a future determination, I 23 

guess.  And as I was looking at the procedures, I could 24 

see a lot of value in knowing that ahead of time.  I 25 
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think all of the participants just to have that 1 

additional factor decided, there's some value there and 2 

certainly won't speak for the board, but if the board 3 

is looking at whether or not you're going to be the 4 

presiding officer for a hearing and not really knowing 5 

that until potentially I guess as late as the Commission 6 

ruling on the hearing request, you could see that that 7 

could put some inefficiencies in the process.   8 

So with that as background, I guess my 9 

question is whether the staff and OGC has considered 10 

requesting that the Commission make a decision on this 11 

issue right now as part of its evaluation of these 12 

hearing requests either the proposed procedures could 13 

recommend either a particular body be the presiding 14 

officer or just provide some information and recommend 15 

for the Commission to make a decision.  And I understand 16 

it's completely up to the Commission whether they do 17 

that or not.  Any thoughts you have on that? 18 

MR. SPENCER:  I agree that it would not be 19 

a good idea if the licensing board did not find out until 20 

the last minute that it was going to be the presiding 21 

officer for the hearing.  We actually envision, let's 22 

say if the licensing board would hold the hearing, that 23 

hopefully a pre-selected board would be designated so 24 

they could keep up with things as things go along with 25 
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the hearing request and be ready to go at a moment's 1 

notice when the hearing request decision is issued. 2 

We are considering asking the Commission to 3 

make a decision and of course, it's up to the Commission 4 

whether it wants to make a decision and what kind of 5 

decision that would be. 6 

MR. BURDICK:  Okay, great.  Thank you. 7 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you, Michael, for 8 

your response.  I'd like to turn to the telephone 9 

bridge.  Are there any comments or questions from 10 

anyone on the phone line?  I'd ask the operator to let 11 

me know. 12 

OPERATOR:  Once again, if you would like to 13 

ask a question please press *1 on your touch tone phone 14 

and please record your name to ask your question over 15 

the phone lines. 16 

We do have a question from Michael Keegan.  17 

Your line is open, sir. 18 

MR. KEEGAN:  More along the lines of 19 

comments, I am an intervenor.  One question and then 20 

I've got a comment.  Has anyone ever navigated through 21 

this nuclear labyrinth of regulation that you're 22 

putting forward? 23 

MR. SPENCER:  No one has gone through an 24 

ITAAC hearing yet because ITAAC are creature of Part 52.  25 
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They apply to new reactors and we haven't had -- and the 1 

hearing is going to occur in the last six months or so 2 

or a little earlier than that of construction of a 3 

reactor under Part 52.  Since that hasn't happened yet, 4 

nobody has gone through this particular process, no. 5 

MR. KEEGAN:  So let me just make a comment.  6 

I'm a sociologist by training.  I've been at this 30 7 

plus years on the nuclear front.  This allows the 8 

issuance of the COLA.  Please don't construe my 9 

comments and my listening on this call is in any way 10 

condoning this process.  This is a Kabuki dance.  Why 11 

bother?  This is designed to throw the public out.  12 

It's a nuclear labyrinth of regulation.  You said we 13 

don't want to make it up as we go along, but you're 14 

precisely doing that.  You've created a board game that 15 

is so complex there is no way anything is going to 16 

survive to get to the call for the question, always 17 

ducking the merit of the question. 18 

Now I don't know if you recall the space 19 

shuttle Challenger.  There were several engineers who 20 

tried to warn that hey, these O rings, there's a problem 21 

with them.  But no, they went ahead with it anyway.   22 

The economic bias of this model is just 23 

amazing.  Take for instance, the Midland Nuclear Power 24 

Plant, 85 percent complete and then they had to shut down 25 
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because it was sinking into the ground.  Do you think 1 

that would have made it in the light of day in your ITAAC 2 

process?  This is systematically designed to lock the 3 

public out.  It's a charade.  It is really appalling 4 

that you people pick up the check at the end of the day.   5 

So those are my comments and this is just 6 

a labyrinth that's designed to keep people out.  Why 7 

even bother? 8 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you for your 9 

comment.  At this time we'll move to the webinar.  Are 10 

there any comments from the webinar?  Not at this time. 11 

So we will move to another speaker from the 12 

floor, Paulo Albuquerque from Southern Company. 13 

MR. ALBUQUERQUE:  I'm Paulo Albuquerque.  14 

I'm the ITAAC manager for Southern Nuclear Operating 15 

Company at the Vogtle 3 and 4 project.  And really what 16 

I have is a comment for you guys is that Southern Nuclear 17 

really appreciates the staff's time and effort in 18 

developing this proposed ITAAC hearing procedures as 19 

well as the staff's commitment to provide the resource 20 

necessary to complete the hearing process which is going 21 

to be difficult as we have mentioned before. 22 

We also would like to -- appreciate the 23 

opportunity to be here in this meeting and to provide 24 

the comments back to you guys in July as stated in your 25 
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presentation.  I would like to really take this time and 1 

say thank you for all you guys are doing for us. 2 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  Any 3 

response? 4 

MR. SPENCER:  You're welcome.   5 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  We will move 6 

to telephone bridge.  Is there any more questions or 7 

comments on the telephone bridge? 8 

OPERATOR:  We have none at this time. 9 

FACILITATOR RAY:  None at this time.  10 

Thank you. 11 

Webinar.  None.  So then I would like to 12 

call Peter LeJeune from Balch & Bingham to the 13 

microphone. 14 

MR. LeJEUNE:  I'm Peter LeJeune from Balch 15 

& Bingham.  My question is about the claim of 16 

incompleteness and particularly what is the standard 17 

that the Commission will apply to a claim of 18 

incompleteness?  It's really a two-part question.   19 

Let me give you the second one because that 20 

might be the one that you want to answer.  What guidance 21 

or information can you give to kind of clarify how 22 

practically it will be applied? 23 

MR. SPENCER:  Okay, what we did is we 24 

looked at the rule.  The rule was already written and 25 
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this comes from the 2007 Part 52 rulemaking.  And it 1 

basically says that -- so first of all, it says you have 2 

to make a prima facie showing.  And then it tells you 3 

how to make a prima facie showing.  You have to identify 4 

the specific portion of the 52.99(c) licensee 5 

notification that is inaccurate, incorrect, or 6 

incomplete.  And then provide your supporting 7 

information for that. 8 

And then it says if you assert that a 9 

licensee -- I'm trying to find my place in the rule here. 10 

MR. MARTIN:  I've got it for you.  If the 11 

petitioner believes that the application fails to 12 

contain information -- I'm on the wrong one, I'm sorry. 13 

MR. SPENCER:  If the requester identifies 14 

a specific portion of the 52.99(c) report as incomplete 15 

and the requester contends that the incomplete portion 16 

prevents the requester from making the necessary prima 17 

facie showing , then the requester, must explain why 18 

this deficiency prevents the requester from making the 19 

prima facie showing. 20 

And then in terms of incomplete, that is 21 

actually defined in the previous sentence of the 22 

regulation.  Incomplete, i.e., fails to contain the 23 

necessary information required by 52.99(c).  So in 24 

accordance with the rules, someone would have to 25 
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identify the specific ITAAC notification.  They would 1 

have to explain that it doesn't contain information 2 

required by 52.99(c) and therefore is incomplete.  Then 3 

they would have to say that because it doesn't contain 4 

the information required by the rules, that prevents 5 

them from making a prima facie showing and they'd have 6 

to go through that. 7 

And then to the extent that they couldn't 8 

-- and we also say in the procedures that you have to 9 

meet the contention standard to the extent possible, so 10 

they can meet it in part.   They have to go ahead and 11 

do that.   12 

And our proposed procedures also state that 13 

the explanation needs to be well supported.  Now we did 14 

not really go much beyond what the rule says itself and 15 

it is kind of difficult to envision ahead of time how 16 

a claim of incompleteness would look.  I mean usually 17 

the NRC doesn't trying to give -- let's say on the 18 

analogous situation of contention of admissibility, 19 

usually the NRC does not give specific guidance to say 20 

we expect the contentions to be -- look like this and 21 

this is how much information you'll need because it 22 

depends on the specifics of the case. 23 

I guess what I would expect is somebody 24 

would have to show the specific report, explain why it 25 
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doesn't meet the 52.99(c) standard and then convince the 1 

Commission that this lack of information prevents the 2 

intervenors from making a case.  And I don't -- we 3 

didn't really go much further than that.  I'm not sure 4 

how much farther we can go.  If you have any ideas or 5 

suggestions, feel free to give them. 6 

MR. LeJEUNE:  We may in our written 7 

comments. 8 

MR. SPENCER:  Okay.   9 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you, Michael and 10 

Jody.  We will turn to the phone line.  Any questions 11 

or comments? 12 

OPERATOR:  We have no questions or 13 

comments at this time. 14 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  And the 15 

webinar.  None at the webinar. 16 

So we will turn to Ryder Thompson of SCANA 17 

VCS. 18 

MR. THOMPSON:  Good afternoon.  Ryder 19 

Thompson, V.C. Summer SCANA ITAAC supervisor.   20 

First of all, I just wanted to say thank you 21 

for all your hard work in developing the proposed 22 

hearing procedures and I'd like to just propose my 23 

question.  What additional resources do you expect will 24 

be needed to support the NRC staff and presiding officer 25 
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throughout the hearing process? 1 

MR. SPENCER:  In terms of personnel? 2 

MR. THOMPSON:  Yes. 3 

MR. SPENCER:  Well, you want to? 4 

MR. MARTIN:  I think we are -- I think we 5 

feel like we are -- we have the appropriate personnel 6 

needed to go through the hearing request or through the 7 

hearing process.  To be honest, we don't have a very 8 

good feel for how many hearing requests we think we'll 9 

get and how many we think will be admitted.  And so the 10 

perfectly honest answer is we don't have a great feel 11 

for how resource-intensive it's going to be.  It's 12 

going to depend on how many of these are granted. 13 

But I guess one thing with some of the 14 

charts that we're showing we want to highlight is there 15 

is a lot that's going to be going on at the end of the 16 

construction process.  There's going to be a lot of 17 

inspections, a lot of ITAAC, ITAAC being closed and this 18 

hearing process.  It has the possibility of putting a 19 

lot of the same  people under a lot of different time 20 

pressures, especially if inspectors have to come for -- 21 

to do testimony for hearings and things like that.   22 

The Office of NRO and OGC recognize that 23 

there is this possibility for a major resource and we 24 

are certainly planning for it going forward. 25 
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MR. THOMPSON:  I appreciate it.  Thank 1 

you. 2 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thanks, Jody.  We'll go 3 

to the phone line.  Any questions or comments? 4 

OPERATOR:  Nothing on the phone lines. 5 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  And the 6 

webinar.  So then we have Jason Zorn from Westinghouse. 7 

MR. ZORN:  Thank you.  Again, Jason Zorn 8 

from Westinghouse.  This is sort of a down in the weeds 9 

comment, question.  Back to the notices or claims of 10 

incompleteness, I didn't see and I might just be missing 11 

it, but in the template material you had, I didn't see 12 

how it would work if somebody filed a claim of 13 

incompleteness and the Commission issued an order to the 14 

licensee to respond and the response of the order say 15 

contain proprietary information or SGI? 16 

MR. SPENCER:  Okay, so that is not in our 17 

procedures.  That is a very good question.  Typically, 18 

when we have -- let's say a discovery issue or 19 

disclosures issue that involves proprietary SGI, we 20 

have protective orders.  And of course, with SGI you 21 

have to have a need to know and there's a background 22 

check.  So I guess we don't have anything on that and 23 

I'm not -- that's a good question of how we would deal 24 

with this.  So in practice, if the intervenors were 25 
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saying we need information on X, Y, or Z, and the 1 

licensee is going to answer that, it probably would be 2 

helpful if the licensee were to say in the answer they're 3 

asking for proprietary SGI or some of what they're 4 

asking for could be proprietary or SGI.  I think that 5 

would be helpful. 6 

I guess what would happen is I think that 7 

at least on a case-specific basis the Commission would 8 

have to deal with that.  And I'm not sure whether we 9 

ought to have general procedures for that or whether we 10 

should just rely upon the Commission's ability to use, 11 

I guess, analogous situations.   12 

Do you have any ideas about how we could 13 

deal with that? 14 

MR. ZORN:  I don't.  I wanted to clarify it 15 

to make sure I wasn't missing something.  I suppose it's 16 

something worth commenting, bringing up in the comments 17 

just for some discussion.  Considering if you think 18 

about the normal hearing request and how the system has 19 

-- you're planning to build in these prior requests for 20 

SGI access or SUNSI or proprietary  access, when you get 21 

into the stage of a claim of incompleteness, you're 22 

going to have a much more abbreviated timeline where 23 

things maybe weren't apparent that they contained that 24 

type of information, you're going to have less time to 25 
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deal with it.  I don't have any thoughts at this moment 1 

about it, but I wanted to make sure that I was not just 2 

missing something. 3 

MR. SPENCER:  You're not missing 4 

something.  And you bring up a very important topic and 5 

if you -- I think it's something we need to think about 6 

and interested stakeholders if you think about it, too 7 

and maybe if you have any ideas you could provide them 8 

in comments. 9 

MR. ZORN:  Thanks. 10 

MR. SPENCER:  Earl wants to speak. 11 

MR. LIBBY:  Thank you, Michael.  This is 12 

Earl Libby from Office of New Reactors.  Good 13 

afternoon, Jason. 14 

The request from potential intervenors, 15 

they have the opportunity to request the clearance or 16 

pre-clearance for both SUNSI and SGI back originally 17 

during the notice of intended operations notification.  18 

So I would expect that to be the same people, the same 19 

individuals requesting that information subsequently 20 

or any claims of incompleteness at that time. 21 

MR. SPENCER:  I guess I think what Jason is 22 

bringing up, both what if you don't know somebody 23 

requests the information and it may not be apparent to 24 

them that it was SGI or was proprietary.  And I think 25 
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I've been in public meetings with the industry where we 1 

said in terms of these model ITAAC notifications we 2 

would like more information on this and the industry 3 

says well, that's proprietary and we may not have known 4 

about it until we asked for it. 5 

So it is -- I guess there should be -- you're 6 

right, we have processes to deal with things that I guess 7 

know ahead of time are SUNSI or SGI.  And it may be a 8 

little trickier if it doesn't become apparent until 9 

later on.  So I don't know if we can come up with a 10 

process ahead of time that will deal with that, but we 11 

should give thought to it. 12 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  Any 13 

comments or questions from the phone bridge? 14 

OPERATOR:  No questions. 15 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  None from 16 

the webinar. 17 

Is there any staff or -- 18 

MR. WELCH:  Yes, my name is Chris Welch, 19 

Office of New Reactors.  To address the attorney who had 20 

the question on sufficiency of information, I would just 21 

like to make a comment that I suggest and encourage you 22 

to take a look at some of the ITAAC closure notification 23 

examples in 0801 and provide us your opinion if you think 24 

those examples provide sufficient information.  25 
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There's actually a meeting tomorrow to discuss some of 1 

the staff's comments on the content of those.  But we've 2 

had very little to basically no feedback from 3 

stakeholders other than industry and staff.  So it 4 

would be really great to get some feedback on those.  5 

Thank you. 6 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  Any other 7 

questions or comments from audience members?   8 

Yes, go ahead.  Please state your name. 9 

MR. BURDICK:  This is Stephen Burdick from 10 

Morgan Lewis again.  I think the presentation covered 11 

a lot of this topic of kind of the overall timing of the 12 

hearing process.  As I think I understand if a hearing 13 

request is granted, so a contention is admitted and that 14 

proceeds through the whole hearing process with Track 15 

1, it will take 210 days and that would put you right 16 

at the date of scheduled fuel load.  17 

When I read that and think of past 18 

experience for these types of proceedings, it seems like 19 

it could be very challenging to pick a date and to really 20 

stick with it.  I know, Stan, there's a pretty high 21 

standard in here for going past that deadline.  But it 22 

seems like it could present just some even 23 

administrative challenges if the staff and the licensee 24 

are really learning maybe even on the date of scheduled 25 
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fuel load that they can go forward with it.  But putting 1 

that aside, too, I think just the nature of these 2 

proceedings, there's a lot of things that happen 3 

throughout them and it would be nice to have some 4 

additional margin at the end.  I understand you've got 5 

some questions about doing the notice of intent 6 

operation earlier and things like that, but I was trying 7 

to think of other ways to compress the schedule and 8 

you've done a lot of that in the way you've set it 9 

forward. 10 

Maybe my question is is whether -- what 11 

other processes has the staff and OGC considered for the 12 

hearing process?  I know you've selected the Subpart L 13 

process, but have you considered other alternatives?  I 14 

think the answer I'm sure is yes.  But were any of those 15 

kind of close, second options?  16 

The Commission held, for example, 17 

mandatory hearings recently and those used a different 18 

type of process and I understand there's differences 19 

there where there were proposed questions and answers 20 

to questions rather than the more formal Subpart L 21 

process, but things like that or reducing some of the 22 

time frames, just a couple of things to try to compress 23 

that schedule a little bit just to give a little more 24 

margin. 25 
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MR. SPENCER:  Okay, we did consider other 1 

hearing formats.  Probably the most, the second  was 2 

Subpart N.  And we mentioned that specifically in the 3 

procedures.  4 

I guess, you know, in terms of the mandatory 5 

hearing process, I gave some thought to that.  I think 6 

we have to first thing, recognize that the mandatory 7 

hearing process is a lot different because it's 8 

uncontested.  It's -- the testimony, so to speak is a 9 

SECY paper, but then you have an EIS and a SER already 10 

written which you're not going to have, the staff will 11 

not have completed its basis document before the hearing 12 

process starts.  In fact, it's probably not going to be 13 

completed until the very end when the staff is ready to 14 

go because all of the ITAAC will be completed. 15 

I mean you will have inspection reports and 16 

so on, but not a comprehensive document.  I guess if -- 17 

let's take, maybe we could explore how you think a 18 

mandatory hearing process could be applied and 19 

translate that into an ITAAC hearing where we're dealing 20 

with it's contested, it's focused on very narrow issues.  21 

How do you think that would play out? 22 

MR. BURDICK:  Yes, I think it's something 23 

that we're still looking at and we'll certainly provide 24 

comments from the mandatory hearing.  It may depend, 25 
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too, if you have the same presiding officer whether you 1 

can immediately have some proposed questions.  Those 2 

may help to direct what the testimony will be on, but 3 

recognize that hopefully these issues will be fairly 4 

narrow to begin with and so I think we're just exploring 5 

some of those options and thinking through them. 6 

MR. MARTIN:  One thing that I think about 7 

and I would encourage you to think about is in terms of 8 

how much information you provide up front before you get 9 

questions from the presiding officer.  The Subpart L 10 

approach requires more information up front, but we feel 11 

you're only going to get a limited set of questions and 12 

one round of it. 13 

I think with the mandatory hearings, our 14 

experience with that was that we had three rounds of 15 

questions.  We had written questions, one round.  Then 16 

we had the hearing itself, oral questions.  And then we 17 

had and I think written questions that issued very soon 18 

after the hearing.  But there were three rounds of 19 

questions.   20 

And so when you're thinking about how 21 

you're going to schedule it, I think if you cut corners 22 

or cut out things on the front end, you may end up causing 23 

more delay on the back end in terms of the questions.  24 

So that would just be a consideration I put out there. 25 
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MR. MARTIN:  One other thing I would just 1 

add for the mandatory hearings, I think we felt it worked 2 

well as far as covering a lot of material, but not 3 

necessarily as in depth.  I think we thought that 4 

Subpart L has shown or the years be better at when you 5 

have something that's very specific and you want to get 6 

expert testimony and so there were written 7 

presentations that work better than the PowerPoint 8 

presentation type things that we did at the mandatory 9 

hearing. 10 

MR. BURDICK:  Thank you. 11 

MR. SPENCER:  And then Stephen, he said 12 

that even with the approach that we had taken, you 13 

thought maybe there could be further compression.  Do 14 

you have any ideas on that? 15 

MR. BURDICK:  I think again that's 16 

something we're looking at.  One thing I was just 17 

reading about was the Track 1 versus the Track 2 and the 18 

difference there is 15 days.  That may be an example 19 

where I think my experience with rebuttal testimony is 20 

that it is typically very focused, otherwise you're 21 

repeating what you already said in your direct.  That 22 

may be one that could be shortened a little more as well.  23 

I understand that some have already been shortened, but 24 

if it's really just to capture new information that's 25 
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provided by the other party, that may be one that could 1 

narrowed. 2 

And I think my thoughts here are just to 3 

provide some margins so there is a little flexibility, 4 

just so we're not -- we start earlier than we have to 5 

by the regulations and then we're going to end on an 6 

exact date, but just to give it a little more 7 

flexibility. 8 

Appreciate your comments and looking at 9 

these things.  We'll provide some written comments. 10 

MR. SPENCER:  Thank you. 11 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  Are there 12 

any comments on the phone line? 13 

OPERATOR:  Yes, ma'am.  We have a comment 14 

from Steven Sondheim.  Your line is open, sir. 15 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Hi, thank you.  I'm not 16 

sure this is a comment on the current -- 17 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Sir, what was your 18 

comment? 19 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Is there a potential 20 

problem analysis of the problems that could happen at 21 

implementation? 22 

Number two, well, I'll just stop at that.  23 

And I can take this now or later, wherever it fits. 24 

MR. SPENCER:  You mentioned a problem 25 
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analysis of possible problems and part of your comment 1 

may have been cut off, so did we get the entire comment 2 

or question? 3 

MR. SONDHEIM:  A potential problem 4 

analysis of problems at implementation.   5 

MR. SPENCER:  As we develop the procedures 6 

we used our experience of how hearing processes work in 7 

the ITAAC process worked to think about things would 8 

work in practice.  In terms of implementation, I've 9 

conducted several different hearings of NRC Subpart 10 

L-type hearings and how they're implemented, there's a 11 

lot of similarities, but there are some case-specific 12 

variations.  13 

We did look at the ability to issue the 14 

notice of intended operation in 210 days.  That 15 

actually was probably the most challenging we thought 16 

administrative process because we could potentially be 17 

getting uncompleted ITAAC notifications 225 days on 18 

several hundred ITAAC and we would have to get all these 19 

notifications, process them, put them into ADAMS, do a 20 

SUNSI review and then make them available and also 21 

process the notice at the same time.  And we thought 22 

through the steps for doing that and thought that we 23 

could get that done in the 15 days to get the notice 24 

published. 25 
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To get the notice published of intended 1 

operation 15 days after receiving the last uncompleted 2 

ITAAC notifications.  So we've done -- as we've gone 3 

along, we've tried to deal with problems that we think 4 

might arise. 5 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Okay, and then secondly is 6 

there high burn-up fuel that's going to be used in the 7 

new implementation.  And if so, what are the procedures 8 

for waste -- for the pools and for the on-site storage 9 

of high burn-up fuel?  It would seem to be so far 10 

relatively undefined.  And again, that may be a general 11 

question that's addressed later.  Thank  you. 12 

MR. LIBBY:  Thank you very much for your 13 

question.  This is Earl Libby, New Reactor Office.  I 14 

do not have the fuel specifications for the four Part 15 

52 COL licenses at this time, so I cannot directly answer 16 

your question. 17 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Okay, I hope that is 18 

answered before implementation. 19 

MR. SPENCER:  Also, are there any ITAAC on 20 

fuel? 21 

MR. LIBBY:  There are ITAACs associated 22 

with the reactor vessel internals and fuel design, yes. 23 

MR. SPENCER:  Okay, so this hearing 24 

process is focused on particular ITAAC that are already 25 
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set forth in the license and Earl Libby has informed me 1 

that we have ITAAC that deal with some -- well, you said 2 

they were issued for? 3 

MR. LIBBY:  Reactor vessel internals. 4 

MR. SPENCER:  Reactor vessel internals. 5 

MR. LIBBY:  Right.  But fuel design is 6 

design acceptance criteria.  It's outside of the ITAAC 7 

process essentially.  It's not a DAC and it's not ITAAC. 8 

MR. SPENCER:  Well, there are certain 9 

things like reactor vessel internals that are covered 10 

by ITAAC.  Other things are not. 11 

MR. LIBBY:  Correct. 12 

MR. SPENCER:  We have some design issues, 13 

the design to some extent has already been done, I assume 14 

before the license was issued? 15 

MR. LIBBY:  Yes. 16 

MR. SPENCER:  But if there are any ITAAC 17 

that relate to whatever the ITAAC are, they had to be 18 

successfully completed and if there's any dispute over 19 

whether they've been successfully completed, the 20 

hearing process can deal with those. 21 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Okay, it's my understanding 22 

that there's some questions about high burn-up fuel, the 23 

fact that it needs to stay in pools up to 20 years, the 24 

fact that current on-site storage in hardened storage 25 
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is not necessarily adequate and that at the moment is 1 

not transportable.  So I just hope that the choice of 2 

fuel and the choice of dealing with the fuel is up to 3 

par on that and I hope that's given a good look. 4 

MR. LIBBY:  This is Earl Libby again.  5 

Thank you very much for your question.  6 

 Regarding high burn-up fuel, this is on Part 52 7 

licensees.  The new large light water reactors, it is 8 

not -- high burn-up fuel is not something that we could 9 

get into during the initial years of operation because 10 

you can't get to high burn-up fuel during that time frame 11 

essentially. 12 

Fuel loading would not -- fuel loading for 13 

Part 52 licensees does not support that at this time and 14 

there are additional elements within the NRC 15 

specifically Research and the NRR side with the current 16 

operating fleet that are looking at the question of high 17 

burn-up fuel and the allowance on the -- essentially 18 

fuel loading. 19 

Does that answer your question in part? 20 

MR. SONDHEIM:  Well, I'd like to see a 21 

further analysis put out on that that's definitive. 22 

MR. LIBBY:  Yes, high burn-up fuel is under 23 

specific research activities at this time and there are 24 

additional information -- there is additional 25 
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information that is available on them.  Thank you 1 

again. 2 

MR. SONDHEIM:  What I'm saying is I would 3 

like to see the implementation of Davis-Besse 4 

specifically address these issues. 5 

MR. LIBBY:  All right.  Thank you very 6 

much, sir, for your comment.  Appreciate it. 7 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  We'll turn 8 

to the webinar.   9 

At this time, we'll take a ten-minute 10 

break.  So 3:10 by the clock in the back of the room.  11 

And then we'll continue with any other comments. 12 

(Off the record.) 13 

FACILITATOR RAY:  And we are back.  Are 14 

there any other questions or comments from audience 15 

members here in the room? 16 

Not seeing any, I will go to the phone line.  17 

Are there any other questions or comments from the phone 18 

line? 19 

OPERATOR:  There are no questions over the 20 

phone at this time. 21 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  And the 22 

webinar.  None. 23 

Michael? 24 

MR. SPENCER:  Okay, so we appreciate the 25 
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questions and comments we've gotten.  They've been very 1 

helpful and useful.  I'm going to bring up a few topics 2 

that we didn't get questions or comments on to see if 3 

anybody is willing to speak on these topics at this time.  4 

  I understand that the procedures have only 5 

been out about a month and so you may need more time to 6 

think about this, but one issue that we were really 7 

interested in was the idea of possibly issuing the 8 

notice of intended operation earlier than 210 days 9 

before fuel load.  And we were thinking possibly two or 10 

three months might be feasible and worth doing. 11 

Do we have any input from stakeholders on 12 

this question?  I'll throw it out there. 13 

FACILITATOR RAY:  And we'll move in the 14 

same progression.  The audience, the telephone bridge, 15 

and the webinar. 16 

MR. SPENCER:  If you don't have anything at 17 

this time, you can wait. 18 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Is there anyone on the 19 

telephone bridge who would like to comment? 20 

Go ahead.  On the floor. 21 

MR. ALBUQUERQUE:  This is Paulo 22 

Albuquerque.  I'm the ITAAC manager for Vogtle 3 and 4.  23 

This is a very good point and it's an option that we have 24 

been analyzing and we still need to further analyze to 25 
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look at the pros and cons, but definitely an option that 1 

we're looking at as an licensee. 2 

MR. LIBBY:  I'll just add things to think 3 

about when you guys take it back, some of the pros and 4 

cons we were thinking about.  Obviously the pro is more 5 

time for the hearing.  One potential con is is there a 6 

big con in having more uncompleted ITAAC notifications 7 

or having more that are actually completed?  Is there 8 

going to be a lot of issues with late changing things 9 

or having ITAAC maintenance notifications or are things 10 

like that, other cons going to outweigh the pros of 11 

having more hearing time.   12 

We think having more hearing time is a very 13 

big pro.  So there's sort of a sliding scale, the 14 

further back you go the more time you can have to have 15 

changes and late things coming up.  Those were the sort 16 

of things we were thinking about ourselves. 17 

MR. SPENCER:  And of course, if your 18 

uncompleted ITAAC notification looks exactly like your 19 

ITAAC closure notification later on except for verb 20 

tense, then that's not going to raise any issues.  So 21 

I guess that delta is something to think about. 22 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  Any 23 

comments on the phone line? 24 

OPERATOR:  There are no questions over the 25 
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phone at this time. 1 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  And the 2 

webinar?  None. 3 

Michael, are there any other questions 4 

you'd like to ask? 5 

MR. SPENCER:  A few more.  On the Track 1 6 

versus Track 2 schedule, has there been any idea given 7 

about and I guess Steve Burdick talked a little bit about 8 

this, but any preferences for one track over another or 9 

any ideas about what's the basis to choose between them? 10 

(No response.) 11 

Okay, that's fine.   12 

FACILITATOR RAY:  We'll ask, any comments 13 

from the audience?  Or the telephone bridge? 14 

OPERATOR:  There are no questions over the 15 

phone. 16 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Thank you.  And nothing 17 

from the webinar.   18 

All right, Michael, next question. 19 

MR. SPENCER:  Well, I think I'm seeing that 20 

the people that are at the meeting have raised the issues 21 

and asked questions on the things that they're prepared 22 

to talk about and for other things they need to speak 23 

a little -- think more about.  24 

You want me to keep going asking questions?  25 
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Okay.   1 

In terms of how much time to be given for 2 

new or amended contentions, hearing requests, and so on 3 

after the deadline, 30 days, 20 days, some time in 4 

between?  How much time for answers?  That's something 5 

that we're particularly wanting input on.  We want 6 

things to be filed as quickly as it can be filed, but 7 

we understand that it takes some time to put these 8 

filings together.  So any input on that would be quite 9 

helpful. 10 

I don't know if you're ready to talk about 11 

that at this time? 12 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Maybe go through your 13 

questions and then we'll run through -- give people a 14 

chance to digest and then we'll go through the people 15 

and see if anyone has comments. 16 

MR. SPENCER:  Under what circumstances 17 

should we allow interlocutory review or 18 

reconsideration?  Should it be very limited so that 19 

we're not wasting time or consuming resources 20 

unnecessarily?  Or should we allow them more broadly 21 

just in case something happens during the proceeding 22 

that really needs to get fixed? 23 

We've identified something with SUNSI and 24 

SGI access where we think that's important enough to 25 
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support interlocutory review, but not reconsideration, 1 

but otherwise we're wanting to get feedback on how broad 2 

these rights should be. 3 

And I think other than that, any ideas on 4 

or perspectives on the process for the interim operation 5 

determination that we've set up? 6 

These are things that it would be helpful 7 

to get feedback on and perspectives and we look forward 8 

to hearing from you. 9 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Is there anyone in the 10 

audience who would like to make comments on these 11 

questions or even any other topics that they would like 12 

to raise? 13 

OPERATOR: There are none over the phone. 14 

FACILITATOR RAY:  I'm sorry, you have none 15 

over the phone? 16 

OPERATOR:  Correct. 17 

FACILITATOR RAY:  Okay, thank you.  And 18 

the webinar.  None.  So I guess one more  chance.  Any 19 

comments on any topic? 20 

Hearing none, I would like to ask if people 21 

could fill out the feedback forms on the back table.  22 

That would be very appreciated.  NRC would like to 23 

improve our public meetings and our public meeting 24 

process.  We definitely appreciate your comments and I 25 
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will turn it over to Michael for closing remarks. 1 

MR. SPENCER:  Well, I'd like to thank 2 

everyone for coming out who attended this meeting and 3 

I think we've had a good discussion.  I think it's been 4 

helpful to us.  I appreciate it.  In terms of the 5 

comments, I would like to remind everyone again of the 6 

slides on the screen.  The last slide in the 7 

presentation.  It's also in the Federal Register 8 

notice.  Comments are due July 2nd.  They must be made 9 

in writing.  They must be submitted in one of two 10 

different ways.   11 

After this meeting is concluded, we do have 12 

the meeting -- we are having the meeting transcribed.  13 

Once I have that transcript, I would circulate it to 14 

everybody who has put their email address, signed in and 15 

put their email address down and in addition.  I would 16 

include a summary of the meeting with that.  So if you 17 

want to receive this information, sign in, and give me 18 

your email address and I will provide it to you.  And 19 

that's really all I have to say.  Thank you. 20 

FACILITATOR RAY: Thank you very much and at 21 

this time we will close the telephone bridge and webinar 22 

and adjourn this meeting. Thank you. 23 

(Whereupon, at 3:16 p.m., the public 24 

meeting was concluded.) 25 


